The ”Success” Project-Club ”Natural miracles”
Hello, friends!
On 21st January was held the first representative event of our club "Natural miracles".
We, the participants were so excited because we presented to our guests and friends our club
activities. In "A Tale of flowers" we said what we learned about nature. We explained and
told stories about air, water and light.
We were especially proud of presenting autumn session-the planting. It showed love and care
to the plants sown in the school gardens. Interesting for all attendees were our toys made of
recycled materials.
It is interesting and fun in our club!
George Bozhkov 3v class

SCHOOL FOR PARENTS
Playing-How useful is for kids?
The game may seem just as entertainment, but as children play, they develop
basic skills and prepare their mind for the challenges of life. Experts in
child development found that unfortunately the free time for children to play reduced in the
last thirty years.
These are five useful effects of the game, proven by research:
1. Better behavior
Children behave better when they are able to play. If we suppress their need, they are often
get nervous and even aggressive To punish children as they are taken away from break can
lead to problems in behavior.
2. Partners in a team
Free game helps children and preschoolers to develop understanding of the feelings of others.
When they play together, children are taught to control their own emotions, a skill that is
useful for advancement in life later.
3. Move for Health
Climbing trees game and even dressing dolls requires much more movement than video
games. American Association for the heart problems related events recommended that
children aged 2 years should do physical activity at least one hour per day. Active children
become active adults. That reduces the risk of diseases of the heart and other harmful effects
of sedentary lifestyle.
4. Better success in school
The endless hours in the classroom are not the best way to improve school success and gain
knowledge. While the children run and jump, they continue to communicate - for example,
tell stories and develop their language skills, number and calculated results and develop
mathematical concepts and etc.
5. Enjoyment of the game
Participation in organized games gives children more confidence, they develop group identity,
learn to work in a team and develop team thinking. If the game is racing, children learn to
compete and strive to better performance.
Zdravka Petrova

LIBRARY-INFO CENTRE
How to read. Types of reading.
Methods of working with books
/ Lesson with 6th grade students - January /
* Reading is work because you need to acquire special equipment and culture.
* Reading is a process that animates the book, waking thoughts and feelings of the author
* Reading is an art.
Elena Penisheva- Librarian
ECOLOGY
To save the air in our town clean
Air pollution is a risk to human health in very large modern cities. Each city is struggling with
a different types of pollution as the pollutants are affected by a number of factors - natural and
anthropogenic. Generally they are characterized by a higher temperature and lower humidity ,
and also with a particular distribution of contaminants - the cities are as heat islands and this
leads to decrease-because there isn’t dispersion of pollutants by the winds .
Recommendations:
Step № 1 Use eco warmth of nature!
Step № 2 Use alternative modes of movement!
Step № 3 Save energy!
Step № 4 Walk - move!
Step № 5 Keep the green wealth of the city!
Step № 6 Feel the nature!
Step № 7 Use paper on the both sides of a sheet!
Step № 8 Spread the idea!
Julia Kovatcheva- biology teacher

180 ANNIVERSARY OF DMITRI MENDELEEV
Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev was a great Russian scientist, polymath , known for his work in
chemistry , physics , geology ,economy and meteorology , pedagogy and balloonist . He is a
professor , member-correspondent, scientist guardian in the Main Office of Weights and
Measures , a member of the London Royal Society and a number of European Academy of
Sciences, one of the founders of the Russian Physico- Chemical Society . On March 13, 1869
he published the first version of Periodic Table of Elements . In 1984, the United
Nations Educational , Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO ) declared Mendeleev
as the most famous scientist of all time.
Elena Penisheva- Librarian

